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TREE
Flowering: abundant, time like Standard Gala 

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

medium-strong 

Production: early production with high yields, 

chemical thinning necessary

Harvest period: 10th - 15th August

TREE
Flowering: abundant, like Standard Gala

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium 

growing

Production: early production with high 

yields, chemical thinning necessary

Harvest period: 10th - 15th August 

TREE
Flowering: abundant, time like Standard Gala 

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium- 

strong 

Production: early production with high yields, 

chemical thinning necessary

Harvest period: 10th - 15th August

Variety: DarkBaron® Gala 2013

Origin: mutation of Gala Standard

Licence holder: Griba Vivai coop. 

Soc. agr.

Description: The darkest Gala of its 

kind

Variety: Gala Vill

Origin: mutation of Gala Standard

Licence holder: Griba Vivai coop. Soc. agr.

Description: the bright washed Gala for 

every region

Variety: Gala GalaVal®  C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Gala Galaxy

Licence holder: Mondial Fruit Selection 

Valois Pepeniers

Description: The big dark washed Gala 

for every region

FRUIT
Colour: dark intense solid flush purple 

red of 100% surface

Shape: globose elongated

Fruit size: medium, 70-85 mm

Particularities: no regression observed, 

suitable for warm climates

FRUIT
Colour: homogenous bright red with pink 

underface

Shape: conic

Fruit size: medium-large, 70-85 mm

Particularities: good fruit size and 

homogeneous brilliant red

FRUIT
Colour: intensive dark red on 100% 

surface

Shape: conic-round

Fruit size: medium-large, 70-85 mm

Particularities: suitable for lower and 

higher altitudes

Variety: Gala RedLum® Perathoner

Origin: mutation of Gala Standard

Licence holder: Griba Vivai coop. Soc. agr.

Description: The big slightly stripy Gala 

for hilly region

Variety: Gala Buckeye® Simmons C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Imperial Gala

License holder: DL Davodeau-Ligonnière 

and Valois Pepeniers

Description: the intensive red lightly 

striped Gala for every region

Variety: Gala Brookfield® Baigent C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Gala Tenroy

Licence holder: Davodeau Ligonnière

Description: The classic stripy Gala for 

hilly regions

TREE
Flowering: intense, like Standard Gala 

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium 

growing

Production: early production, high yields, 

chemical thinning necessary

Harvest period: -2 days before other Gala 

mutations

TREE
Flowering: abundant, time Standard Gala

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium 

growing

Production: early production with high yields, 

chemical thinning necessary

Harvest period: 10th - 15th August

TREE
Flowering: abundant, like Standard Gala

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium 

growing

Production: early production with high 

yields, chemical thinning necessary

Harvest period: 10th August

FRUIT
Colour: intensive red with fine stripes 

Shape: conic-elongated

Fruit size: medium-large, 70-85 mm

Particularities: suitable for hilly region with 

fine stripes 

FRUIT
Colour: intensive light stripy- flush red of 

100% surface

Shape: conic-round

Fruit size: medium, 70-85 mm

Particularities: suitable for lower and higher 

altitudes

FRUIT
Colour: intensive with evident stripes

Shape: conic 

Fruit size: medium-large, 70-85 mm

Particularities: suitable for higher altitudes, 

fruits with evident stripes
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TREE
Flowering: abundant, time like Golden 

Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

middle-strong

Production: very good and regularly, 

necessity of fruit thinning

Harvest period: like Golden clone B

Variety: Red Velox® Stark Gugger

Origin: Mutation of Red Delicious Standard

Licence holder: Griba Vivai coop. Soc. agr.

Description: the big dark red Stark with 

typical form and taste

Variety: Red Deliciuos Jeromine C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Early Red One® Erovan 

Licence holder: Pèpiniéres du Valois/ 

Mondial Fruit Sélection

Description: the famous dark-red of Red 

Delicious

Variety: Scarlet Spur® Evasni C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Oregonspur® Trumdor 

Red Delicious

Licence holder: Van Well

Description: the most colouring 

Red Delicious spur

Variety: Golden clone B LB® C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of clone B

Licence holder: Laimburg 

Description: the Golden with red blush

Variety: Golden Reinders® C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Golden Delicious

Licence holder: Reinders M.H.

Description: Golden less susceptible to 

russet, suitable for lower areas

FRUIT
Colour: intensive solid flush red on 100% 

of the surface

Shape: trunk conical with prominent calyx lobs

Fruit size: large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: early red coloring, look 

and taste typical of Red Delicious

FRUIT
Colour: intensive dark flushed red of 100% 

surface

Shape: trunk conical shape

Fruit size: medium- large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: very productive with completely 

coloured fruits 

FRUIT
Colour: intensive full red colour

Shape: conic-long, not completely uniform

Fruit size: mid-size, 65-80 mm

Particularities: compact spur growing, 

suitable for super intensive planting

FRUIT
Colour: green-yellowish with red blush

Shape: elliptic-elongated 

Fruit size: medium-large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: most planted Golden Delicious 

in hilly areas 

FRUIT
Colour: green, becomes bright yellow later 

than clone B

Shape: elliptic-elongated

Fruit size: medium-large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: very low susceptibility to get 

rusty 

Variety: Golden Parsi  da rosa®

Origin: mutation of Golden clone B

Licence holder: Kiku GmbH

Description: the less rusty susceptible 

Golden Delicious with red blush

TREE
Flowering: intense, like Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9- T337, medium- 

strong vigour

Production: good and regular crop, fruit 

thinning necessary

Harvest period: -10 days Golden Delicious, 

2-3 days before other clones of Red Delicious

TREE
Flowering: intense, like Golden Delicious

Growing: semispur on M9-T337, 

medium-weak

Production: high yields, chemical thinning 

necessary

Harvest period: -10 days Golden Delicious

TREE
Flowering: abundant, -2 days Golden 

Delicious

Growing: spur, on M9-T337 or M26 

vigour weak

Production: high and regularly, necessity 

of fruit thinning

Harvest period: -10 days Golden Delicious

TREE
Flowering: abundant

Growing: standard on M9- T337, middle-strong

Production: very good and regularly, necessity 

of fruit thinning

Harvest period: begin to middle of September 

TREE
Flowering: abundant, time like Golden 

Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

middle- strong

Production: very good and regularly, 

necessity of fruit thinning

Harvest period: like Golden clone B

FRUIT
Colour: yellow-greenish with red blush, 

if grown in higher locations

Shape: eliptic-elongated 

Fruit size: medium-large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: no russetting, suitable also 

for low regions
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TREE
Flowering: good, like Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

average vigour

Production: high crop, fruit thinning 

necessary to avoid alternate bearing

Harvest period: +20 days Golden 

Delicious

Variety: Granny Challenger® 

Dalivair C.O.V.

Origin: sport of Granny Smith

Licence holder: SNC Elaris

Description: the green one with white 

points

Variety: Braeburn Aporo® 

Mariri Red C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Braeburn

Licence holder: M. Easten/ Davodeau-

Ligonniére

Description: the Breaburn with dark red 

colour with light stripes

Variety: Braeburn Rosabel®

Origin: mutation of Braeburn

Licence holder: KSB

Description: the Breaburn with intense 

red colour and stripes

FRUIT
Colour: bright green with white lenticels

Shape: spherical-conic

Fruit size: medium-large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: pronounced white 

lenticels

FRUIT
Colour: intense red, blushed-striped 

Shape: conical elongated

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: good colour also in lower 

regions

FRUIT
Colour: intense red, striped

Shape: conical elongated

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: colouring at an early stage 

with blushed red stripes

Variety: Mairac® La Flamboyante C.O.V.

Origin: Gala x Maigold

Licence holder: Agroscope Changins- 

Wädenswil

Description: an attractive and autumnal 

apple-crispy and slightly acid

TREE
Flowering: +2 days Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

medium- strong growing

Production: regular, medium-high yield, 

not susceptible to alternate bearing 

Harvest period: +10 days Golden Delicious

TREE
Flowering: -2 days Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium 

vigour

Production: very high with regular crop, 

necessity of fruit thinning

Harvest period: +7 days Golden Delicious, 

2- 3 picks 

TREE
Flowering: abundant, -2 days Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

medium growing

Production: full and regular, necessity 

of fruit thinning

Harvest period: +7 days Golden Delicious, 

2-3 picks

FRUIT
Colour: a yellow golden base colour with a 

bright orange red topcoat over 80% of surface

Shape: spherical-conic

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-90 mm

Particularities: slightly acid while harvested, 

attractive, suitable for being sold after storage
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TREE
Flowering: +2 days Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9- T337, 

medium- strong growing

Production: regular medium high yield, 

not susceptible to alternate bearing 

Harvest period: +10 days Golden Delicious

Variety: Granny Smith

Origin: chance seedling from Australia

Licence holder: /
Description: the classic green oldie

FRUIT
Colour: green intense and homogeneous

Shape: spherical-conic

Fruit size: medium-large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: very productive with 

shiny green colour
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TREE
Flowering: intense, like Golden Delicious

Growing: semispur on M9-T337,   

weak growing 

Production: at an early stage

Harvest period: +8 days Golden, 2 picks

Variety: Goldchief® Goldpink C.O.V.

Origin: Starkrimson x Golden Delicious

Licence holder: CMVF university of 

Bologna

Description: yellow apple with red blush 

FRUIT
Colour: yellow with pink-orange blush

Shape: conic and ribbed

Fruit size: medium- large, 80-90 mm

Particularities: suitable for hilly areas
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TREE
Flowering: -3 days Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium 

growing

Production: high yields, chemical 

thinning necessary

Harvest period: -45 days Golden 

Delicious

Variety: Fuji SAN civ® fuciv51 

Origin: mutation of Fuji standard

Licence holder: Consorzio Italiano 

Vivaisti

Description: the perfect Fuji for lower 

regions

Variety: Rubelit C.O.V.

Origin: Topaz x UEB 2732/2

Licence holder: KSB

Description: the resistant red stripy 

apple

Variety: Bonita C.O.V.

Origin: Cripps Pink x Topaz 

Licence holder: KSB

Description: the handsome resistant 

apple

FRUIT
Colour: intense reddish on full surface

Shape: spherical-cylindrical

Fruit size: medium- large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: very intensive red, more 

coloured than other clones

FRUIT
Colour: green- yellow surface covered with 

intense red and light striped

Shape: spherical-cylindrical

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: resistant against apple 

scab and tolerant against powdery mildew

FRUIT
Colour: light red over-colour on cream 

coloured background

Shape: round 

Fruit size: medium, 75-85 mm

Particularities: apple scab resistant, 

powdery mildew tolerant, suitable for organic 

production

Variety: Galmac C.O.V.

Origin: Gala x Jerseymac

Licence holder: Agroscope 

Changins-Wädenswil

Description: the early summer variety 

TREE
Flowering: like Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, medium-

strong growing

Production: normal-high 

Harvest period: +25 days Golden Delicious, 

2 picks

TREE
Flowering: abundant flowering, 

like Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

medium-strong vigour

Production: full and regular, necessity 

of fruit thinning

Harvest period: +7 days Golden Delicious

TREE
Flowering: abundant flowering, time like 

Golden Delicious

Growing: standard, on M9-T337 medium growing

Production: good and regular, necessity of fruit 

thinning

Harvest period: +7 days Golden Delicious, 

2-3 picks

FRUIT
Colour: bicolour red and yellow

Shape: round pressed

Fruit size: medium-large, 70-85 mm

Particularities: ripens very early, before Gala
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TREE
Flowering: good, like Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, strong vigour

Production: normal-high, sensitive to 

alternate bearing in consequence of to heavy 

load

Harvest period: +25 days Golden Delicious, 

2-3 picks

Variety: Fuji Kiku® Fubrax C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Fuji Kiku® 8

Licence holder: Kiku GmbH

Description: stripy red coloured Fuji 

suitable for higher regions

FRUIT
Colour: bright red over colour with 

pronounced stripes

Shape: spherical-cylindrical

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-85mm

Particularities: red stripy valuable in hilly 

areas
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TREE
Flowering: good, like Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, strong vigour

Production: normal-high, sensitive to 

alternate bearing in consequence of too 

heavy load

Harvest period: +25 days Golden Delicious, 

2-3 picks

Variety: Fuji Zhen® Atzec C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Fuji standard

Licence holder: Mondial Fruit Sélection 

S.A.R.L.

Description: the suitable red Fuji for all 

regions

FRUIT
Colour: intense reddish-pink all over the 

surface

Shape: spherical-cylindrical

Fruit size: medium- large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: uniform coloration in all 

regions
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TREE
Flowering: -2 days Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

medium vigour

Production: high and regular crop, 

necessary fruit thinning

Harvest period: +15 days Golden 

Delicious 

Variety: Red Idared C.O.V.

Origin: mutation of Idared

Licence holder: Pépinières du Valois / 

Mondial Fruit Sélection

Description: the intensely red sweet – 

and – sour apple

FRUIT
Colour: intense red all over the surface

Shape: spherical-conical

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: good and homogenous 

coloration, sweet – and – sour

Proved quality
Depending upon the number of feathers desired, our trees are 

available in different quality groups. 

The available selection includes:

• 9 month old trees 

• 1 year old trees 

• Knip trees 

´• Rootstocks with sleeping eyes 

• Bench graftings

Our trees, your fruit  

Abate Fetel

Regina Kordia

Conference Carmen
Licensee C.R.A.

Pears

Cherries
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TREE
Flowering: -2 days Golden Delicious, triploid

Growing: standard, on M9-T337 

medium- strong growing

Production: good and regular, necessity 

of good fruit thinning

Harvest period: +5 days Golden Delicious

TREE
Flowering: 2 days after Golden Delicious

Growing: standard on M9-T337, 

normal-weak vigour

Production: high and regular crop, 

necessary fruit thinning

Harvest period: +5 days Golden Delicious

Variety: Wilton’s® Star Red 

Jonaprince Select

Origin: mutation of Red Jonaprince®

Licence holder: Red Jonaprince

Description: apple with intensive 

red coloration

Variety: Pinova

Origin: Golden Delicious x Cox’s Orange 

Pippin x Duchess of Oldenburg

Licence holder: Freistaat Sachsen

Description: the yellow-reddish shaded 

apple – crispy and juicy

FRUIT
Colour: intense red on full surface

Shape: conic

Fruit size: medium-large, 70-90 mm

Particularities: coloration on 100% 

of fruits

FRUIT
Colour: base colour green- yellowish with a 

vermillion shaded into orange topcoat 

Shape: conical, elongated

Fruit size: medium-large, 75-85 mm

Particularities: low sensitivity to scab, very 

attractive, better taste after storage

1st quality, 7+ extra
1 year trees > 18 mm size
Knip trees > 20 mm size

1st quality, 7+ feathers
1 year trees > 11 mm size
Knip trees > 13 mm size

1st quality, 5+ feathers
1 year trees > 11 mm size
Knip trees > 13 mm size

1st quality, 3+ feathers
1 year trees > 11 mm size
Knip trees > 13 mm size



Griba Nursery
Since 1987

Currently Griba Nursery cooperative has 14 members and sells annually over 2,5 mln trees!

Griba – A quality certificate:
∙ Continuous quality control

∙ Optimal storage conditions and quick transport ways thanks to the new warehouse build close to the nurseries

∙ Innovation and research directly in the nurseries and our own research orchard

Griba Consulting
Your advisor for fruit farming 

Specialist in the planning, implementation and management of orchards.

Griba helps to build your success! Besides the production of apple, pear and cherry trees of the first category,

the nursery Griba Terlano – South Tyrol- Italy has been specialised in consulting.

Griba helps international investors in the planning, implementation and management of their orchards. 

Together with its specialised partners, Griba offers complete solutions for the realisation of fruit orchards.

Griba Breeding
Innovation in apple varieties

Beside growing trees in nursery and the consulting service, in 2008 Griba introduced his own breeding program 

for apple varieties.

In addition to remarkable and distinguishable appearance, the taste of our selections must be unique. 

Simply the best will be picked for the next approval steps. 

Apples coming out of Griba breeding program should not just attract the consumer but also the apple grower.

Taste, colour and firmness to seduce people; easy production, high yield and good storability for the growers – 

that’s the DNA of an apple from Griba Breeding program.

I-39018 Terlan (BZ) Niederthorstraße 9
Tel. +39 0471 258 227 · Fax +39 0471 258 244
info@griba.it · www.griba.it

tree nursery


